Scaling foreign accent: direct magnitude estimation versus interval scaling
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Abstract

Scaling of degree of perceived foreign accent is common in studies of second language acquisition. Although interval scales are commonly used, it is not known whether accentedness is amenable to linear partitioning (i.e. described by a metathetic continuum) or whether accentedness is resistant to linear partitioning because it has degrees of magnitude or quantity (i.e. described by a prothetic continuum). This study determined if accentedness was a prothetic or metathetic continuum. Two groups of 10 native English listeners rated, in a self-paced experiment, degrees of perceived accent of native Italian speakers of English using both a seven-point equal-appearing interval scale and direct magnitude estimation (DME). DME scores were plotted against interval scores. This study found that accentedness (at least for Italian speakers) is amenable to linear partitioning. However, a wide dispersion of DME scores for ‘7’ on the interval scale suggests a ceiling effect. A nine- or 11-point scale may better measure degree of perceived foreign accent. Individual listeners could reliably judge accentedness; however, inter-judge reliability was poor, possibly due to differences in listeners’ internal standards of foreign accent or scaling artifact. Response biases occurred because foreign accent lacks a defined physical referent.
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Introduction

Foreign accent in second language speakers has received considerable attention (Flege, Munro and MacKay, 1995; Flege and Fletcher, 1992; Purcell and Suter, 1980). Munro (1998) defined foreign accent as ‘non-pathological speech produced by second language learners that differs in partially systematic ways from the speech characteristics of native speakers of a given dialect’. The detection of foreign accent relates to acoustic differences between native and non-native speakers’ segmental
articulations, suprasegmental, and subsegmental levels (Flege, 1984). Voice onset times differ between non-native and native speakers of English (Flege, 1984; Williams, 1980; Flege and Hillenbrand, 1984). Differences in vowel durations have also been reported between native and non-native speakers of English (Mack, 1982). Other work has shown that foreign accent can be detected in sentences from which segmental identity has been removed digitally, but in which variations in rhythm and intonation have been preserved (Flege et al., 1995). However, there is uncertainty as to how these speaker differences translate into listeners’ perceptions of foreign accent. Identifying speaker differences is a perceptual event, and the listeners’ reactions validate any measurements used to determine such differences (Young, 1969).

The perception of foreign accent leads to the realization that the talker is not a fellow native speaker. Native speakers can often detect foreign accent in the speech of a non-native talker after hearing a few syllables. Foreign accent can be detected in syllables, individual vowels and consonants, or in just 30-millisecond excerpts of word-initial consonants (Flege, 1984). Detection of foreign accent by listeners has several consequences. A foreign accent may affect the perceptions of the non-native talker as a person. Non-native talkers receive less positive ratings on dimensions related to social status (e.g., estimated professional success, education, intelligence, and wealth) (Brennan and Brennan, 1981). Listeners might give lower ratings to foreign accented speech because it is difficult to understand (Sebastian, Ryan, Keogh and Schmidt, 1980). In addition, difficulty processing the speech of the non-native talker might increase the cognitive load of the listener.

Global ratings of foreign accent assist in making predictions about the particular variables that influence foreign accent. Studies have shown that age of exposure to the second language influences the authenticity of the non-native talker’s pronunciation (Flege et al., 1995). Further, global ratings of accent permit identification of the particular acoustic variables that influence listeners’ judgements of degree of perceived foreign accent. Perceptual measures are important because they corroborate the influence of these particular acoustic variables on listeners’ perceptions of degree of perceived foreign accent and verify listeners’ reactions to degree of foreign accent. To obtain constructive measures of degree of perceived foreign accent it is imperative that appropriate perceptual techniques be used.

Scaling techniques allow us to obtain global measures of foreign accent and measure the degree to which the accents of non-native speakers diverge from that of native speakers of a language. A standard scale has yet to be developed for such ratings and a variety of methods are currently in use (Munro, 1993). Degree of perceived foreign accent is commonly scaled using equal-appearing interval scales. These range from four-point scales to seven- or nine-point scales (Asher and Garcia, 1969; Oyama, 1982). Direct magnitude estimation (DME) has been used occasionally to scale foreign accent (Brennan, Ryan and Dawson, 1975; Ryan, Carranza and Moffie, 1977). Continuous scales have also been used (Flege, 1988; Munro, 1993).

Although a variety of scaling techniques have been used to judge foreign accent, there is uncertainty as to which scale is the most appropriate. In part, the choice of a scaling technique depends on the nature of the continua being scaled. Stevens (1975) pointed out that there are two classes of continua, prothetic and metathetic. A prothetic continuum (e.g. loudness) has degrees of magnitude or quantity and is not amenable to linear partitioning (Stevens, 1974). Studies show that when observers try to partition a prothetic continuum into equal intervals there is a systematic bias to partition the lower end of the continuum into smaller intervals (Berry and
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Silverman, 1972; Stevens, 1975). That is, when scaling some perceptual dimensions, listeners do not perceive intervals as equal at different locations on the scale (Stevens, 1971, 1974). The end-result is a set of unequal intervals. A metathetic continuum is a qualitative continuum and has a kind of position (Schiavetti, Metz and Sitler, 1981). Pitch, which varies from high to low, is an example of a qualitative continuum. Stevens reported that listeners are capable of dividing a metathetic continuum into equal intervals. Uncertainty remains as to whether accentedness is prothetic or metathetic and therefore amenable to linear partitioning.

Comparing direction magnitude estimation and a seven-point equal-appearing interval (EAI) scale assists in determining if a continuum is prothetic or metathetic (Stevens, 1975). The procedure involves listeners judging a set of stimuli along the continuum in question (in this case, foreign accent) using interval scaling and direct magnitude estimation. After making judgements about a particular perceptual dimension, the arithmetic mean interval scores are plotted against the geometric mean direct magnitude estimation scores. A linear relationship between the two sets of scaled scores indicates that the continuum is metathetic. If the continuum is metathetic, either interval scaling or magnitude estimation would be appropriate. A curvilinear relationship between interval scores and magnitude estimate scores, on the other hand, would suggest that the continuum scale was prothetic. Only direct magnitude estimation is appropriate if the continuum is prothetic in nature. A systematic research programme is needed to determine which accentedness continua are prothetic and which are metathetic. Such a programme will aid in the appropriate selection of direct magnitude estimation or interval scaling in research and clinical measurement. It is uncertain as to whether all foreign accents are amenable to linear partitioning or not. Identifying the appropriate scale is necessary to proceed in determining the relation between directly measured speech parameters and scaled values of speech.

The aim of this study was to determine empirically whether foreign accentedness (in particular Italian foreign accent in English) is a metathetic or prothetic continuum. Identification of whether perceived foreign accent in Italian speakers of English is prothetic or metathetic in nature would allow application of the most appropriate scaling technique, either interval scaling or direct magnitude estimation. A second aim of this study was to determine the reliability with which listeners could use these scaling techniques. Reliability of the raters was examined because the validity of a scale depends on the listeners’ proficiency in performing the scaling task (Gescheider, 1976). Listener proficiency in performing a rating task ratifies the scale used. If listeners cannot use scaling techniques reliably, we cannot obtain good indices of the degree of foreign accent.

**Method**

**Listeners**

Two groups of 10 listeners participated in this study. Of the 20 listeners, 14 were female and six were male. Ages ranged from 22 to 47 years (mean = 28.25). All were native monolingual speakers of American English. No subjects reported any history of hearing, speech, or language problems. The listeners who participated in this study knew little about scaling techniques and were not familiar with scaling foreign
accent. All listeners reported minimal exposure to Italian-accented English. Each listener was randomly assigned to one of the two groups.

Speech samples

The speech samples were sentences drawn from a larger study by Flege et al. (1995). The sentences used were those of six native speakers of English (27–39 years of age) and 90 female Italian speakers. The age of the Italian speakers ranged from 29 to 57 years (mean = 43.7 years). These subjects’ ages of arrival in Canada ranged from 1.9 years to 23.3 years (mean = 11.31). Their length of residence in Canada ranged from 14.6 years to 44.3 years (mean = 32).

Two sentences produced by each speaker were used: (1) The good book was red and (2) He turned to the right. These two sentences were selected at random from the larger corpus of sentences. Two sets of stimuli were developed for each group of listeners. Each group of listeners heard two sentences from three native speakers of English and 45 Italian speakers. The native speakers of English were included to provide insight into the sensitivity of the scale in distinguishing between native and non-native talkers with mild foreign accents. The division of the Italian sentences into two sets was based on previously rated degree of accent. Sentences in the two sets were matched in order to provide listeners with sentences that covered the whole range of accentedness. Previous ratings of the degree of foreign accent of the sentences ranged from 13 to 244 (mean = 154). Each set contained sentences that were considered to reflect a minimal degree of foreign accent and samples that had previously been judged as more strongly foreign accented.

Interval scaling procedures

The interval-scaling task used a seven-point equal-appearing interval scale, where ‘1’ represented the least accented sounding sentence and ‘7’ represented the most accented sounding sentence. Listeners were encouraged to use any number along the scale if the sample sounded somewhere between least accented and most accented. The listeners were given a short training session before the experimental task, to ensure that they were familiar with the interval scaling procedure.

Direct magnitude estimation

Listeners made numerical estimations of the magnitude of accentedness of each sentence. The first sentence that listeners heard was a standard stimulus (a sentence from an Italian speaker, previously rated as having a foreign accent in the middle of the range of sentences under examination). The word ‘modulus’ introduced the standard stimulus. Listeners were told to give the standard stimulus a numerical value of 100. Listeners scaled the sentences that followed relative to the modulus. For example, if a listener perceived a sentence to be twice as accented as the modulus a value of 200 would be given. After the tenth sample, the listeners heard the standard stimulus again and gave it the same numerical value given on the first occasion. The modulus was reintroduced after every 10 sentences to prevent difficulty recalling the modulus and causing a shift in the listeners’ internal standards of accentedness.

Before beginning the experiment, listeners were familiarized with the DME
procedure. The sentences presented in the training session covered the entire range of accentedness. The training speech samples were obtained from Italian speakers not included in this study.

**Listening sessions**

The two groups of listeners participated in two 30-min sessions. The sessions were approximately 1 week apart. Group 1 scaled accentedness in the first session using DME. In the second session, accentedness was scaled using interval scaling. The order of the scaling techniques was reversed for Group 2.

Listeners were seated alone in a soundproof booth. They heard the recorded speech samples through headphones (Sennheiser, HD 490) at a comfortable listening level. A computer program (WINSPARCS, Smith, 1994) output the speech samples. For the interval-scaling task, a computer monitor displayed seven buttons labelled from 1 to 7. After hearing each speech sample the subjects clicked, with a mouse, the number that corresponded to his/her perceptions of the accentedness of the sentence. Once the subject had recorded a response the next sentence was played out. This procedure was repeated until the subject had responded to all the sentences. All listeners’ responses were saved to files for later analysis. The subjects heard each sentence only once in random order. Twenty-four sentences selected randomly were repeated at the end of the sentence set to evaluate reliability.

The same computer program was used for DME. The listeners, after hearing each stimulus, typed in the numerical value that corresponded to his/her perceptions of the magnitude of accentedness of the speech sample. Listeners were told to use any numbers they wished, with the exception of negative numbers. If a listener typed in a negative number it was rejected by the program and he/she was asked to enter another positive value. The computer recorded all responses for later analysis. Stimuli were played out in random order. Twenty-four sentences selected randomly were presented twice to measure reliability.

**Results**

**Intra-judge reliability**

Accentedness intra-class correlations (Ebel, 1958) were computed as measures of reliability for DME and interval scores for both groups of listeners (see table 1). Intra-class correlations for interval scaling ranged from 0.78 to 0.97 for Group 1 and from 0.11 to 0.95 for Group 2. All subjects in Group 1 achieved an acceptable level of reliability for interval scaling. A correlation of 0.75 is considered to be acceptable (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). Seven of the subjects in Group 2 achieved an acceptable level of reliability for interval scaling. DME intra-class correlations ranged from 0.13 to 0.95 for Group 1 and 0.48 and 0.93 for Group 2. DME reliability coefficients were acceptable for eight listeners in Group 1 and nine listeners in Group 2. The poor reliability coefficients for some listeners suggest that a shift may have occurred in their internal standards of accentedness.

Percentage agreement scores were also computed between each listener’s original interval scale scores and those of the 24 repeated samples (see table 2). Between 46% and 83% of the samples were given the same score for Group 1. From 0% to 37.5% of the samples differed by ± 1 scale score. Between 25% and 83% of samples
Table 1. *Interval scaling and direct magnitude estimation* intra-class correlations for each listener in both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listeners</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interval scaling</td>
<td>DME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. *Listeners’ percentage agreement scores for judgements of accentedness that were equal or ± 1 scale score*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listeners</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equal</td>
<td>± 1 Scale score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>62.50</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>66.67</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>45.83</td>
<td>37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>70.83</td>
<td>16.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>20.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>54.17</td>
<td>33.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

from Group 2 were given the same score. Between 8% and 70% of their scores differed by ± 1 scale score. The agreement scores taken together indicate a high level of reliability. Most of the listeners’ scores either equalled the original or differed by only one scale score.

*Inter-judge reliability*

Intra-class correlations were also computed to assess inter-judge reliability for both groups of listeners. Correlation coefficients were 0.69 and 0.85 for the DME and EAI scores for Group 1 and 0.68 and 0.58 for Group 2. The lower reliability coefficient for each group suggests that listeners’ internal standards of accentedness differed.

*Frequency distribution of scores*

Examining the distribution of DME scores may provide insight into the low reliability coefficients across the listeners. Figure 1 shows the frequency distribution of scores for both groups of listeners. The scores for Group 1 ranged from 2 to 500
Figure 1. Frequency distributions of accentenedness DME scores for Group 1 (panel A) and Group 2 (panel B).

(see figure 1a). For Group 2 scores ranged from 1 to 275 (see figure 1b). From the figure we can see that Group 1 used a broader range of DME scores than Group 2. The mode (200) for Group 1 shows they judged the sentences as having stronger foreign accents. Listeners rated sentences 2 to 3 times more accented than the standard sentence. Group 2 rated the sentences more conservatively; their mode was 75. Group 2 more frequently gave ratings of accentenedness that were less than the modulus.

The distributions of interval scores were different for both groups (see figure 2). Figure 2a shows that listeners in Group 1 frequently used the anchor points of the scale. Group 2 evenly distributed scores across each interval (see figure 2b). The differences in these distributions suggest that listeners use scales differently. Group 1 provided broad ranges of scores when scaling with DME but tended to use anchor points when using an interval scale. Anchor points may have been used for this group because of possible ceiling effects at the low and high ends of the continuum on the interval scale. DME allowed them to differentiate between accentenedness at the low and high ends of the continuum. Group 2 produced an equal distribution
of scores across the interval scales and tended to provide DME scores that were closely distributed around the modulus.

Regression analyses

One-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) were computed to reduce the data before computing the regression equations. An ANOVA was computed to determine if differences existed across the scale scores provided by all listeners in each task. For Group 1 and Group 2 significant differences were observed across listeners’ interval scale scores ($F_{(9,950)} = 3.15, p<0.01$; $F_{(9,950)} = 5.25, p<0.01$). The DME scores across listeners differed significantly for both groups ($F_{(9,950)} = 10.86, p<0.01$; $F_{(9,950)} = 2.59, p<0.01$). Due to the significant differences in scores across listeners, mean scores were not calculated across listeners’ ratings. A further ANOVA was computed to determine if each listener’s scores for the two different sentences differed significantly. No significant differences were observed. To reduce the data means were computed across the scale scores for each of the sentences.

The regression results for Group 1 and Group 2 are presented separately.
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**Group 1.** The accentedness DME scores (x-axis) are plotted against the interval scale scores (y-axis) in figure 3a. The individual scores are not tightly clustered around the regression line, particularly at the high end of the continuum. Listeners gave a broad range of DME scores for a particular interval scale score. For example, some samples were consistently given an interval score of 4, but DME scores ranged from 10 to 500. Although scores were not tightly clustered around the regression line the linear relationship between DME and interval scores was significant ($F_{(1,478)} = 540.45, p < 0.001$). Interval scores accounted for 52.96% of the DME variance.

**Group 2.** Figure 3b shows the relationship between DME and interval scale scores for Group 2. The clustering of the data points around the regression line is tighter than that observed for Group 1; however, some samples given strong accentedness ratings on the interval scale were given mild accentedness ratings with DME. For example, DME scores ranged from 25 to 275 for an interval score of 7. The tighter clustering of scores may be related to the reduced numerical range used by listeners in Group 2. The linear relationship between the interval scores and DME scores

---

**Figure 3.** Scatter plots of interval scores and direct magnitude judgements and best fit regression lines for Group 1 (panel A) and Group 2 (panel B).
was significant ($F_{(1,478)} = 720.99, \ p < 0.001$). Interval scale scores accounted for 60.04\% of the DME variance.

**Discussion**

The data show a significant linear relationship between interval scores and DME scores. The linear relationship between these two sets of scores suggests that accentedness (at least for Italian speakers of English) is a metathetic continuum. The finding that the relationship between the two sets of scores was linear for two different groups of native English listeners rating two different groups of native Italian speakers strengthens this conclusion. Therefore, an interval scale is appropriate for scaling the accentedness of Italian speakers of English. Although significant, the variance in interval scores accounted for by DME scores was relatively small. Possible response biases caused by the number ranges used by listeners and a potential ceiling effect at the high end of the continuum may have influenced the data and inter-judge reliability.

Response biases come about because perceptual dimensions, such as foreign accent, have no known physical units. Listeners are uncertain how to map responses onto the stimuli because of this lack of known physical units. They have to make their own assumptions about how to map numbers onto stimuli. Because listeners do not have familiar units with which to scale accentedness, they may attempt to use their own units of equal discriminability to partition both continua (see Poulton, 1989). Imposing units of equal discriminability results in a contraction bias in which small differences from the modulus are overestimated and large differences underestimated. The distribution of scores for both groups suggest a contraction bias. Further studies are required to resolve whether the accentedness continuum is truly metathetic or in part the result of contraction biases or listener differences.

The linearity of the function may have in part been due to a scaling artifact such as the logarithmic response bias described by Poulton (1989). This bias results from a tendency for judges to distribute magnitude estimates logarithmically along the number scale, regardless of the true underlying natures of the perceptual continua (metathetic or prothetic). This bias is more likely to occur if the dimension being scaled does not have an easily defined physical referent (Poulton, 1989). A step change in the number of digits used causes a logarithmic response bias (e.g. 1, 20, 25, 35, 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500). A large step change occurs at 100. The linearity of the function in this study is partly related to a logarithmic response bias. Some of the listeners produced large step changes at 100. For example, one subject produced changes in ratings in steps of 5 before 100 and changes in ratings in steps of 100 after the modulus.

In order to circumvent the problem of a logarithmic response bias it may be worthwhile to plot such scores against a dimension that has some defined referent (e.g. intelligibility). Other possibilities for circumventing logarithmic response biases are to use number scales in which large step changes do not occur (e.g. number ranges between 100 and 999). Scaling the stimuli in ascending order may also eliminate the influences of a logarithmic response bias.

This logarithmic response bias may have resulted from the DME instructions. In the DME task, listeners judged ratios rather than differences in magnitude. Birnbaum (1980) states that observers perceive and respond to differences in magnitude rather than ratios. Further, Poulton argues that listeners cannot scale ratios of
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dimensions that do not have familiar stimulus units. Therefore, having listeners rate differences in magnitude rather than ratios may be a way to determine whether the nature of the accentedness continuum is truly metathetic.

The number ranges used by listeners using DME might have influenced the linearity of the function and inter-judge reliability. Some listeners were conservative in their judgements of perceived degree of foreign accent. Their scores were clustered closely around the modulus (i.e. a value of 100). For example, one listener provided scores ranging from 25 to 160 for sentences perceived as having the least and most degree of perceived foreign accent. Other listeners produced a broader distribution of scores. For example, one listener provided scores ranging from 1 to 400. Differences in the number range used by listeners may have influenced inter-judge reliability. It is difficult to determine from this study if the overall shape of the function was due to the different number ranges listeners used or to differences in the listeners’ internal standards of what constitutes ‘foreign accent’. Therefore, it is necessary to determine if poor inter-judge reliability is a scaling artifact, if it reflects true differences in listeners’ internal standards or is a combination of both.

Examination of the raw scores suggests that differences existed among listeners’ internal standards. For a particular sentence the listeners provided a broad distribution of DME scores. For example, one particular listener gave a foreign accent rating of 15 for one sentence whereas another listener gave a rating of 250 to the same sentence. The inter-rater differences show that what one listener may perceive as a mild foreign accent another listener may perceive as a strong foreign accent. However, the differences in numbers may reflect listener uncertainty in mapping numbers onto dimensions without defined physical referents (Poulton, 1989).

However, other factors suggest that some of the differences observed across listeners might reflect scaling artifact. One factor that seems to indicate scaling artifact is the number of numbers used by listeners. For example, one listener used only four numbers when scaling degree of perceived foreign accent with DME (50, 100, 200, 300). Another listener used 19 different numbers. The differences in the numbers used suggest that the listeners were uncertain as to how to map numbers onto stimuli.

Further, the frequent use of the anchor points by some listeners when using interval scaling suggests difficulty distinguishing among sentences with similar degrees of foreign accent. Allocation of a particular stimulus to a particular interval on a scale depends on the ease with which that stimulus can be discriminated from another. Easily confused stimuli are placed in the same category. Stimuli most easily distinguishable from each other are placed in different categories. Difficulty discriminating among sentences varying in degree of perceived foreign accent may relate to the lack of definable physical referents that decisively differentiate stimuli.

The frequency distribution data showed that listeners tended to distribute responses equally across the intervals. The tendency for some listeners to distribute scores equally across intervals exemplifies scaling artifact. Using intervals with equal frequency may have influenced the linearity of the function without truly reflecting differences in the degree of perceived foreign accent. A similar problem occurred with DME. The listeners may have attempted to use all responses equally, often causing a centre bias. A centre bias occurs when listeners attempt to use responses above the modulus as often as those below it. A DME centre bias and equal use of intervals would increase the likelihood of a linear function. The contribution of such biases to the shape of the regression function needs further study in order to confirm whether accentedness is a prothetic or metathetic continuum.
The DME procedure requires listeners to judge stimuli relative to a standard stimulus or modulus. The standard stimulus usually comes from the middle of the range of stimuli to avoid skewing the function. However, judging each variable stimulus against a constant standard stimulus may cause a relative stimulus contraction bias (Poulton, 1989). The stimuli are split into two subranges when the standard stimulus lies within the range of stimuli. Thus, the average size of the difference between the standard stimulus and the variable stimulus becomes the reference magnitude for each subrange. Listeners will then underestimate the values of stimuli that differ from the standard by values larger than the average difference.

Both DME and interval scaling require listeners to judge one stimulus after another. In DME the stimulus previous to the one being rated provides an additional reference magnitude against which the current stimulus is judged. Listeners underestimate the size of the difference between the previous stimulus and the next stimulus. The previous stimulus becomes the reference magnitude. The response to the next stimulus becomes the difference in magnitude between the two stimuli. Stimuli larger than the previous stimulus are underestimated and variables smaller than the previous stimulus are overestimated. Pairing the standard stimulus with each variable stimulus may overcome sequential contraction biases.

Examination of the two groups’ scale scores suggests a ceiling effect at the high end of the continuum. Listeners gave sentences that were differentiated by DME scores the same score of 7 on the interval scale. The ceiling effect that occurred for foreign accent may be due to the number of scale intervals. A seven-point scale, although frequently used, may not be sensitive enough for all listeners to discriminate among sentences examined here. An 11- or nine-point scale might improve listener sensitivity when scaling degree of perceived foreign accent.

To indirectly assess whether a larger number of intervals might improve scaling resolution, we conducted a post-hoc analysis of accentedness ratings obtained by Flege et al. (1995) for the subset of native Italian speakers examined in the present study. In the earlier study the native Italian subjects were assigned to one of 10 subgroups based on their age of arrival (AOA) to Canada from Italy. The perceived degree of foreign accent increased linearly as AOA increased. Accentedness ratings of the native Italians speakers’ productions of the two sentences considered here, differed significantly from the native English (NE) controls.

We asked the question whether the same pattern of significant between-group differences obtained earlier using continuous scale ratings would be obtained if the scores were transformed into five-, seven-, nine-, 11- and 13-point interval scales. The continuous scale contained values ranging from 0 to 255. To convert the continuous scale into an interval scale it was arithmetically subdivided into number ranges equivalent to the number of intervals on each scale. For example, to convert the continuous scale into a five-point scale, the continuous scale was subdivided into the following five equal ranges: 0–51, 52–102, 103–153, 154–204, 205–255. The original data were then assigned a value of 1 to 5 based on the subrange into which it fell (e.g. a value of 31 was coded as ‘5’, a value of 100 was coded as ‘2’, and so on). The same mathematical procedure was used to convert the continuous scale into the other interval scales.

Transformed ratings on the nine-, 11-, and 13-point scales yielded significant differences between accentedness ratings of NE controls and native Italian speakers. Analysis of the five- and seven-point scale data for the sentence, ‘He turned to the right’ failed to yield a significant difference between the NE control accentedness
ratings and those for the native Italian speakers. For ‘The good book was red’, only the 5-point scale data failed to yield a significant between-group difference. This data suggest that a seven-point scale may not allow NE listeners to rate adequately variations in perceived degree of Italian-accented English.

The lack of a physical referent may increase variability because listeners do not use the same acoustic cues to form the basis of their accentedness judgements. In addition to the variance in the use of acoustic cues across listeners, the number of acoustic cues used by listeners to judge degree of perceived foreign accent may vary. Some listeners may rely on a number of different acoustic cues whereas others may rely on only one or two acoustic cues. This may in turn affect listeners’ perceptions of overall degree of foreign accent. Listeners who attend to many acoustic cues may give stronger foreign accent ratings than listeners who rely on only one or two acoustic cues. Identification of the potential acoustic cues used by listeners may help provide a physical referent to assist in interpreting judgements of degree of perceived foreign accent.

Uncertainty about the perceptual dimensions that underlie foreign accent may have also created the broader distribution of scores at the high end of the accentedness continuum. A large number of perceptual dimensions may create the perception of a strong foreign accent. Therefore, listeners may be uncertain as to which potential perceptual dimensions influence their judgements. When judging strong accents, listeners have to concentrate on a number of perceptual dimensions. Therefore, the more distant the non-native sentence is from the native speaker norm, the more likely it is that the criteria listeners use will differ. Faust (1984) argues that listeners attend to only a few cues when making judgements about behavioural dimensions. Identifying the perceptual dimensions underlying accentedness may assist in providing familiar units that listeners can use to judge foreign accent.

Conclusions

Overall, the findings from this study suggest that, at least when judging Italian native speakers, English-speaking listeners are capable of partitioning accentedness into equal intervals. The data suggest that accentedness may be a metathetic continuum. Either an equal-appearing interval scale or DME can provide valid indices of accentedness. Due to the possible influences of scaling artifact, the nature of the accentedness continuum requires further examination. Response bias effects appear related to the lack of definable physical referents for the accentedness dimension, at least in sentences spoken with a mild-to-moderate foreign accent. Although response biases may have contributed to the linearity of the function, they cannot entirely explain the results. The replication of results across two groups of listeners scaling different sentences confirms the likelihood that for Italian accentedness the continuum is metathetic.

The response biases outlined obviously affected inter-judge reliability. The lack of familiar units forced listeners to make their own assumptions about how to map responses onto the sentences, resulting in differences in the listeners’ internal standards. Exposure and familiarity with foreign accent may cause differing internal standards, ultimately affecting the validation of acoustic cues through scaling. Experienced listeners who are familiar with foreign accent may provide lower accentedness ratings than listeners who have had little exposure. Further studies are
required to determine how familiarity and experience with foreign accent influence the nature of the accentedness continuum.

The finding that accentedness is a metathetic continuum only pertains to native Italian speakers of English. From this study, generalizations about the nature of the accentedness continua of other non-native speakers of English or speakers with stronger foreign accents are inappropriate. Further research is necessary to determine whether DME or EAI is appropriate to scale other foreign (or stronger) accents.

This study highlights that scaling perceptual dimensions without definable physical units is fraught with many problems. Further research is required to investigate scaling techniques in order to determine if observed differences among listeners reflect differences in their internal standards or relate in part to scaling artifact. Identification of requisite perceptual dimensions for scaling accentedness may explain differences in listeners’ internal standards. Pursuing research that relates acoustic variables to global judgements of degree of perceived foreign accent would be profitable.
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